
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size:Small Material

21225 Length 41cm
Ball Dia 6cm 54g Puppy, Adult  For Dogs up to 15 lbs Etpu+ Polyester

As a distinguished company, Heao Group takes the lead in the interactive rope chew dog toys manufacturing sector in 
China.This is our innovative ETPU and hemp rope dog toy, a dynamic ball-shaped playmate designed to provide 
endless fun and interactive games for you and your furry companion.

Advanced E-TPU Material:
Crafted from cutting-edge ETPU (Expanded 
Thermoplastic Polyurethane) material, this durable 
interactive chew rope ETPU dog toy stands out for its 
remarkable durability, safety, and eco-friendliness. The 
specialized manufacturing process ensures it is tough, 
non-toxic, and free from any odors, making it a reliable 
choice for your pet.
 
Hemp Rope Connection for Interactive Play:
The ball is ingeniously connected to a sturdy hemp rope, 
providing an easy grip for you to play interactive games 
with your dog. The rope makes it convenient for you to 
throw, retrieve, and engage in fun tug-of-war sessions, 
strengthening the bond between you and your furry 
friend.
 
Lightweight and Versatile:
The lightweight nature of the E-TPU ball makes it 
perfect for engaging fetch games and outdoor play. Your 
dog can easily chase and catch the ball, promoting 
exercise and physical activity to keep them fit and 
healthy.
 
Water-Friendly and Floating Design:
The ETPU ball floats effortlessly on water, making it 
ideal for water-based activities. When your dog is 
enjoying swimming or splashing in the water, this 
interactive chew toy will happily accompany them for 
even more enjoyable playtime.

Perfect Size for All Dogs:
With its small and manageable size, this toy is suitable 
for dogs of all sizes, including small puppies. It 
provides endless fun for dogs at any stage of life, 
making it a versatile and enjoyable choice for every pet.
 
A Modern and Responsible Choice:
In summary, our interactive rope chew toy exemplify 
modern innovation and responsible pet care. Its 
combination of durable ETPU material, interactive 
hemp rope, lightweight design, and water-friendly 
features make it the perfect playtime companion for 
your furry friend. Treat your beloved canine to this 
dynamic and eco-friendly toy, and witness the joy on 
their face as you both indulge in playful adventures 
filled with fun and excitement!

Please contact us to get more inforamtion if you are insterested in this item.
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Interactive Tug and Rope ETPU dog toy


